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By Xusheng Ai 
 




Cloud computing has greatly impacted the scientific community and the end users.  By 
leveraging cloud computing, small research institutions and undergraduate colleges are able to 
alleviate costs and achieve research goals without purchasing and maintaining all the hardware 
and software.  In addition, cloud computing allows researchers to access resources as their teams 
require and allows real-time collaboration with team members across the globe.   
Nowadays however, users are easily overwhelmed by the wide range of cloud servers and 
instances.  Due to differences between the cloud server platforms and between instances within 
the platform, users find it difficult to identify the right instance match for their application. 
Therefore, we propose the A2Cloud-Hierarchy (A2Cloud-H) framework that 
recommends Cloud instances to users for high-performance scientific computing.  The 
framework comprises four components: training data collection, supervised learning (SL) 
module, unsupervised learning (USL) module, and a decision module.  The training database 
comprise testing traces of previous application and Cloud instances; these are contributed by the 
scientific community.  The SL module contains three popular supervised learning modules: 
logistic regression, support vector machine and random forest, which train using the database to 
qualitatively assess the instance performance for the target application.  The USL module 
includes three collaborative filtering methods: application-based, instance-based and rank-based, 
which use the database to estimate the instances’ performance ratings for the target application.  
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The decision module comprises multiple tiers of analytic hierarchy processing, which 
consolidate the instance recommendation from the SL and USL modules into a final instance 
recommendation.   
The model is trained and validated by 8 real-world applications on 20 Cloud instances, 
yielding more than 90% modeling accuracy.  The recommendation and integration method 
proposed in this thesis can help promote a better cloud computing environment for both end-
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
 High-performance scientific computing on dedicated clusters is an expensive affair for 
several organizations.  These clusters are costly to acquire and their maintenance, which includes 
cooling systems, significantly increases operation costs and carbon footprint.  In an era where we 
constantly search for alternative fuels, alternative computing paradigms like the Cloud have the 
potential to promote green computing [1].  In this computing paradigm, the users rent virtual 
machines hosted on the servers maintained by various providers such as Amazon, Google, and 
Microsoft.  This process significantly alleviates the burden of maintaining costly on-premise 
clusters, thereby easing the load on the environment.  However, the selection of effective virtual 
machines for high-performance scientific computing is a daunting task for the broad scientific 
community.  The burning questions that are often asked include: ‘which provider should I 
choose?’, ‘which Cloud virtual machine (instance) should I select?’, ‘Am I spending too much 
money?’ These questions prevent the broad scientific community from adopting Cloud-based 
scientific computing, which continues to impact the environment.   
 The main challenge is that different users may have different preferences for the cloud 
instances depending on their applications.  To address this issue, we present the A2Cloud- 
Hierarchy (H): A multi-tiered framework of machine learning (ML) algorithms (henceforth 
agents) to guide cost-effective Cloud resource selection.  In this framework, each user first inputs 
the application, provides the weight score to different cloud selection criteria, and obtains an 
instance recommendation from the framework that effectively satisfies their computing needs.  
The framework includes four components including a training database, supervised learning (SL) 
model, unsupervised learning (USL) module, and a decision module.   
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 The training database contains the historical user experiment results with the A2cloud 
framework [2] for selecting effective instances for a given scientific application.  The database 
grows with the continual testing of the A2cloud framework by the scientific community.  The SL 
module comprises three ML agents: logistic regression [3], support vector machine [3] and 
random forest classifiers [3].  The SL module downloads the historical results (traces) to train the 
ML algorithms. 
 The USL module comprises three collaborative filtering (CF) techniques including: 
application-based CF [4], instance-based CF [5], and rank-based CF [6].  The CF techniques use 
the database to estimate the level of match between a scientific application and the candidate 
Cloud instances. 
 The ML agents in both the SL and USL modules recommend effective instances.  To 
consolidate these recommendations into a single verdict, A2Cloud-H uses a two-tiered analytical 
hierarchy processing (AHP) approach.  The goal of this tiered approach is to select a 
recommendation from a suitable ML agent while prioritizing the ML’s performance and general 
popularity.  In the first tier, the instance recommendations from the SL and USL modules are 
input to two AHPs: SL-AHP and USL-AHP that consolidate the verdicts from the respective 
modules.  The second-tier inputs the consolidated verdicts from the SL-AHP and USL-AHP into 
a final verdict.  This multi-tiered approach effectively removes any modeling errors while 
retaining the user’s trust in the ML agent. 
 We verify our approach using an eclectic set of real scientific applications and 20 Cloud 
instances from different vendors.  Our results show high modeling accuracy of over 90%.  
Additionally, our tiered approach demonstrates high-quality instance recommendations that are 
verified using actual Cloud-based executions of the tested scientific applications.   
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The main contributions of this thesis are as follows: 
1) We implement the Grid search method during the training phase, a more efficient 
way to determine the ML coefficient parameters.  Through the cross validation, 
we use the Grid search method to find coefficient combinations with the highest 
prediction accuracy scores.  Based on these coefficients consistent, we build the 
ML agents with convincing parameters.   
 
2) We apply three supervised learning algorithms and three unsupervised learning.  
Therefore, for different users they can choose the ML algorithm that suits their 
preferences. 
 
3) We propose the popular vendor notion to examine the popularity of the machine 
learning algorithms.  Popularity is a criterion that provides a better view about the 
generalizability of the algorithm.   
 
4) We design multiple-tiers of AHP to manage the recommendations from 
supervised learning and unsupervised learning agents.  Specifically, our 
framework constructs an ensemble learning.  The advantage of designing multiple 
layers is that end-users can more precisely consider the recommended criteria 
avoiding the confusion resulting from just one-layer framework.  Moreover, it is 
easier to extend the multi-layers framework with more features [7].   
 The rest of the thesis is organized as follows.  Chapter 2 presents the related work and 
research conducted on Cloud resource selection using machine learning algorithms.  Chapter 3 
provides the background on the A2cloud framework and machine learning models used in this 
work.  Chapter 4 illustrates the methodology of the A2cloud-H framework.  Chapter 5 provides 
the verification results.  Chapter 6 concludes this work and provides future goals.    
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CHAPTER 2: RELATED WORK 
 
In this section we describe previously published work on cloud selection and how our 
work bridges the existing gaps. 
 Methods to measure the necessary performance metrics of cloud instances is always a 
critical problem for cloud computing recommendation.  Sundareswaran et al. [8] develop an 
architecture that manages the information of cloud service like CPU and memory.  Their method 
does not consider the execution cost of cloud instances.  Rogers et al. [9] describe an extensible 
framework that can optimize the cost of operating cloud services’ database.  However, they 
profile end-to-end performance to acquire the dataset, which requires extensive experimentation.  
Roloff et al. [10] identify the benefits of executing the application on cloud instances based on 
their performance and cost-efficiency.  Their profiling does not include the application’s input-
output (I/O) performance. 
 Sadooghi et al. [11] compare the performance of scientific application on public and 
private cloud instances, but they miss the quantitative analysis.  Kim et al. [12] propose a model 
for statistical analysis of job profiles, which are generated from application executions.  They 
identify applications’ features by using Principal component analysis and the most effective 
factors from profiles.  These factors are considered for picking a virtual machine (VM) type to 
meet the most effective job’s property.  Ferretti et al. [13] collect the performance data for an on-
premise HPC system and for the Cloud instance to build an analytic model.  They match the 
pattern of hemodynamic applications that need heavy computation and extensive 
communications with collective operations.   
The above methods unavoidably need to execute the entire application on the cloud 
instance, which does not scale with increasing cloud services.  The A2Cloud-H framework 
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profiles both applications and cloud instances independently and in a cost-friendly manner.  The 
A2Cloud-H suite uses the PERF engine for offline application profiling and the cloud trace 
engine statistically profiles the instance characteristics. 
Scheuner et al. [14] use micro-benchmarks to profile applications as a developed cloud 
benchmarking method.  They predict the applications’ performance on Amazon EC2 with 23 
micro-benchmarks.  The results reveal low variability, which means fewer types of applications 
are tested.  Okada et al. [15] estimate the NASA Advanced Supercomputing parallel benchmarks 
performance only on the Google cloud platform instances.  We include multiple cloud services 
such as Amazon EC2, Microsoft Azure, and Linode for a more comprehensive analysis.  
Widjajarto et al. [16] consider profiling application vectors that are generated by computational 
type: number of CPUS, memory capacity, storage capacity, installed bandwidth and energy 
consumption.  Based on the results, they scale them to identify the type of application.  The 
framework chooses the cloud instance that best matches the application type.  Chard et al. [17] 
describe a cost-aware elastic cloud provisioner that can provide cloud infrastructure to execute 
analyses cost-effectively.  However, they only consider four applications for training and 
verification.  Davatz et al. [18] propose a comprehensive benchmark for profiling the 
performance and cost of multi-tier Web applications.  The approach is based on a two-tier 
AcmeAir application and is evaluated on Amazon EC2 and Google Compute Engine.  In our 
study, we consider 8 real scientific applications for training and 2 real scientific applications for 
verification on 20 cloud instances.   
Guo et al. [19] propose a novel cloud instance selection framework by combining AHP 
and the parallel k-means clustering algorithm.  It fits the users’ requirement of CPU, RAM, and 
resource utilization.  In contrast, we employ multi-level AHP to suit users’ preference and our 
AHP makes a decision on ML prediction results, which also reinforce the accuracy of the 
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instance recommendation.  Our approach also avoids explicit executions via an independent 
application and cloud profiling.   
 Liu et al. [20] build a cloud brokering architecture that optimizes multi-objective 
problems.  They use the complete Pareto Set Generation Algorithm to generate a complete 
Pareto set of the cloud instance type selection schemes.  Next, they select one instance from the 
selection scheme.  Unlike their approach, A2Cloud-H selects for high-performance computing 
(HPC) via in-depth benchmarking.  A2Cloud-H also provides a platform for users to share their 
profiling results, achieving the goal of continual machine learning.  Patiniotakis et al. [21] 
discuss the Preference-based cloud service recommender that uses a holistic multi-criteria 
decision-making approach, taking various metrics into account.  Ouyang et al. [22] propose a 
machine learning-based node performance analyzer by classifying cluster nodes into different 
categories and predicting their near future performance.  They use publicly available Open Cloud 
traces to train and evaluate the model; however, these traces may not satisfactorily reflect the 
application execution on the cloud instances. 
 Samreen et al. [23] provide an Adaptive Decision Making Broker that presents multi-
criteria decision-making using ML in a multi-cloud environment.  The models mentioned above 
require significant ML knowledge from the users, making them inaccessible to most users.  On 
the other hand, our work employs a hybrid system that involves both SL and USL ML 
algorithms and uses a multi-level AHP to guide the selection in a user-friendly manner.   
 Carvalho et al. [24] build a framework of Semi-Markov Decision Process considering the 
average cost as the optimality criterion.  They analyze tje solution under long-run expected 
average cost iteration and determine the optimal policy using the value iteration algorithm.  
According to the application’s parameters, the policy sends the VM which meets its service 
requirement.  Sfakianakis et al. [25] identify the cost deployment then reduce the cost by 
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reconfiguration the resources; then offer the user a most cost-efficient cloud selection.  In their 
study, they have a simulator that accepts workload as input and generates the service 
configurations as output.  Compared to our approach, it takes more time to come up with an 
instance recommendation.   
 Teixeira et al. [26] describe an end-to-end algorithm for Cloud VM selection that enables 
the desirable communication between VMs in distributed applications in cloud settings.  The 
real-time latency is the input to the recommender service, which outputs a VM mapping to match 
cloud customers.  Our approach considers application performance vector and cost vector, which 
is able to recommend more precise cloud instances to cloud customers.  Morais et al. [27] 
implement an auto-scaling system model to minimize the provision cost of a horizontally 
scalable application on an IaaS provider.  They use a simulator fed with trace from applications 
to assess the prediction using multi-dimensional utilization metrics.  However, the users do need 
to know the exact information about the application demand, which is not friendly to newer end 
users.   
Moraes et al. [28] describe a hybrid method using a deterministic, evolutionary algorithm 
and a Performance Indicators matching method.  They compare the users’ request with the cloud 
provider information in their database to recommend the top-rank suitable cloud provider.  On 
the contrary, our recommender service not only provides the cloud platform but also the specific 
cloud instance to meet the user’s desire.   
S. Khan [29] proposes two types of Naive Bayes (NB) classifiers: 1) NB with a Random 
Forest Classifier (RFC) and 2) a standalone NB module.  In this work, the author only considers 
the supervised learning method.  In contrast, we consider a variety of machine learning 
algorithms and use a multi-layers AHP to manage the recommendation instance results.  The 
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design of multiple supervised learning and unsupervised learning algorithms allows the model to 
make better predictions for different applications than there is only one algorithm. 
Lisa et al. [30] introduce the A2cloud-cc framework to guide users to select cloud 
instances.  The framework comprises two types of supervised learning algorithms and one type 
of unsupervised learning algorithm.  In our study, we consider different supervised learning 
algorithms like support vector machine and explore unsupervised learning including item-based 
and rank-based collaborative filtering giving users more choices.  The employment of multi-
layers analytic hierarchy process improves the overall performance, prediction accuracy and 
makes it easy for the users to trace the thinking and justify the steps along the way to our 
model’s decision.  
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CHAPTER 3: PRELIMINARIES 
 
 This chapter explores the theory of the A2cloud framework, three supervised machine 
learning agents (SLs), three unsupervised machine learning agents (USLs), and the analytic 
hierarchy process (AHP).  Section 3.1 illustrates the A2cloud framework, Section 3.2 describes 
the machine learning agents, and Section 3.3 introduces the analytical hierarchy process.   
3.1 A2cloud Framework 
 The A2cloud framework [2] generates the criteria scores for judging an application’s 
performance on the selected cloud instances.  Figure 3.1 shows the outline of the framework 
comprising the Linux Perf engine, cloud trace engine, and the A2cloud engine.  The Linux Perf 
engine yields the number of applications’ operation parameters including the number of single-
precision floating-point operations, number of double-precision floating-point operations, the 
total number of x87 instructions, number of main memory reads and writes, and number of disk 
reads and writes.  The engine writes these parameters to an application trace file.  The single-
precision floating-point operations comprises one scalar single-precision operation, and eight 
SIMD single-precision operations.  The double-precision floating-point operations comprise one 
scalar double-precision, two packed SSE double-precision and four SIMD double-precision 
functions.  The x87 counter counts the x87 instructions.  We calculate the main memory accesses 
using the encore read and write functions.  The framework asks users to define the disk read and 
write parameters via code inspection.   
The cloud trace engine statistically benchmarks the input cloud instances to generate the 
instance performance parameters including the single/double precision floating-point operations 
per second, memory and disk reads/writes bandwidths.  The engine uses the LINPACK [31] and 




Figure 3.1 A2cloud framework with its components: PERF engine, Cloud trace engine, and the 
A2cloud engine model. 
  
As shown in Figure 3.1, the A2cloud model inputs the application and cloud traces to 
generate the Application (app) and Cloud (cloud) vectors.  The model then multiplies these 
vectors to get the best-case, average-case, and worst-case A2cloud scores.  These three types of 
A2cloud scores represent an application’s best-case, expected, and worst-case execution times on 
the cloud instance.  The A2cloud model multiplies the cloud instances’ cost per second to obtain 
the cost scores.  Specifically, the model used the best-case, average-case, and worst-case 
A2cloud scores to generate the best-case, average-case, and worst-case cost scores.  For a 
friendly analysis, the A2cloud model normalizes the A2cloud and cost scores between 1 (most 
desirable) to 10 (least desirable).  Therefore, a tuple (A2cloud score, cost score) equal to (1,1) is 
an ideal application-instance pairing.     
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3.2 Machine Learning Agents 
 In this section, we explain the supervised and unsupervised learning agents.  Section 
3.2.1 explains the logistic regression ML technique.  Section 3.2.2 elucidates the support vector 
machine (SVM) ML technique.  Section 3.2.3 describes the random forest ML technique.  
Section 3.2.4 explains the three collaborative filtering approaches namely the application-based, 
instance-based, and rank-based methods.   
3.2.1 Logistic Regression  
  Logistic Regression deals with regression problems in which the dependent variable is a 
categorical variable and the problem is commonly dichotomous.  The logistic regression 
technique uses a logistic function to model a binary dependent variable [33].  The graph of the 
relationship between the probability of the dichotomous problem and the dependent variable is 
often an S-shaped curve, which is implemented using the Sigmoid function.   
In our study, we deal with multiple dependent classes and therefore employ the 
multinomial logistic regression (MLR).  MLR uses the Softmax function [33] (characterized by 
the weight vector, b) to determine the probability that the class (𝑦") of the data-item (i) with 
features, X = 𝑥", is class, k.  During training, MLR estimates b using the Newton-cg algorithm 
[33].  Once MLR completes this training, it uses the Softmax function to identify the class of the 
target item with the highest probability.  Equation 1 provides the Softmax function used to 
conduct the multinomial logistic regression. 
When 𝑥$ = 1, 𝛽( represent the intercept parameters (the value of the criterion when the 
MLR classifier is equal to 0). 
 





3.2.3 Support Vector Machine  
 The premise of the Support Vector Machine (SVM) is to find the best separable 
hyperplane in the feature space that maximizes the interval between the positive and negative 
samples of the training set [33].  A normal SVM is a straight line that perfectly divides the two 
classes.  It is the most perfect line among the countless classifiable lines because it is exactly in 
the middle of the two classes and the distance between the closest point from either group and 
the hyperplane is maximized.  In addition, the support vector in these points is closest to the 
dividing line.  If these points are removed, the straight line will most likely change its position. 
SVM constructs a set of hyperplanes in a high-dimensional space for classification.  For a 
linear SVM, any hyperplane can be represented using Equation 2. 
 
 𝑤<𝑥" − 𝑏 = 0 （2） 
                              
 In Equation 2, 𝑥" is a high-dimensional real vector, b is the form of threshold that 
determines the offset of the hyperplane from the origin, and w is the direction of the plane.  The 
linear kernel function in scikit-learn library is < 𝑥, 𝑥@ >, which we use in this research.  The 
support vector classification (SVC) is the SVM for the multi-class problem that implements a 
one-versus-one approach, 𝑛BCDEEFE ∗ (𝑛BCDEEFE − 1)/2 [33].  In a one-versus-one approach, SVM 
generates a hyperplane to separate between every two classes, ignoring the points of other 










3.2.4 Random Forest 
 The standard Random Forest (RF) is a bagging-based extension algorithm that uses 
decision trees as the base learner and incorporates random attribute selection in each round of 
decision tree training [33].  Specifically, when training the decision tree, the optimal division 
attribute is selected from the full set of attributes of the current node.  For each node of the 
decision tree, a subset containing b attributes is shown to be randomly selected from the full set 
of the current node, and an optimal division attribute is later selected from this subset.  The 
parameter 𝑏 controls the degree of randomness introduced.  The larger b is the better the 
performance of the base learner, but the independence between the base learners is greatly 
reduced.  The smaller 𝑏 means the prediction of a single tree is more sensitive to the noise in the 
training set.  Typically,	𝑏 depends on the size and features of training set.  An optimal 𝑏 can be 
found in cross validation.   
In our study, RF is an ensemble learning method that constructs multiple decision trees 
during the training phase.  The outcome of the forest is a class: an average of predictions from 
the individual trees.  After training, the class for a new data-point 𝑥@ is obtained using Equation 
4. 
 








 We use the RF classification facilitated by the scikit-learn library [34] and choose the 
Gini importance as criteria to split/classify the data.  We calculate the importance of a feature by 
the total reduction of the criterion brought through that feature.     
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3.2.5 Collaborative Filtering 
 The collaborative filtering (CF) employs users, items, and feedback values (user rating 
for items) to generate recommendations.  The filter uses three matrices: 𝑝Z and 𝑞" along 𝑘 
dimensions [35], and the feedback matrix, 𝑦, to denote users, items, and available feedback 
values for the selected items, respectively.  CF identifies the missing feedback values using three 
iterative steps: 1) CF randomly initializes the user (𝑝Z) and item (𝑞") matrices; 2) it employs 
gradient descent (Equations  5 and 6) to update 𝑝Z and 𝑞"; 3) CF multiplies 𝑝Z and 𝑞" (Equation 
7) to obtain the user-item matrix (𝑟Z").  CF terminates these iterations when 𝑟Z" is sufficiently 
close to 𝑦, which is determined by calculating the root mean squared error (RMSE) using 
Equation 8.  After the iterations terminate, 𝑟Z" contains the estimates of the missing feedback 
values (Equation 7).  To identify users similar to the target user, CF employs the cosine 
similarity (Equation 9) by treating rows of 𝑟Z" as vectors.  User X (row 𝑥) is most similar to user 
Y (row 𝑦), if their cosine similarity measure is the least.  In that case, X uses the item ratings by 













(8) ∶= 	 𝑞(












∑(𝑟Z" − 𝑦(𝑖, 𝑗))l
2 ∗ 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠 ∗ 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑠
 （8） 
 





There are three forms of collaborative filtering that distinctly analyze the user-item 
matrix namely the user-based CF [36], item-based CF [37], and rank-based CF [38].  The user-
based collaborative filtering predicts the items that a user might like based on the feedback given 
to that item by similar users.  The item-based collaborative filtering first compares the Euclidean 
similarity between all pairs of items.  Next, it recommends an item closest to the user’s 
preference.  The rank-based collaborative filtering recommends an item by finding the overall 
patterns consistent across the item ranking.  These rank patterns can be used to recommend the 
highest rank item to users. 
3.3 Analytical Hierarchy Process 
 The analytical hierarchy process (AHP) selects an alternative/solution (from a set of 
alternatives) for a problem using a set of criteria AHP determines the total weighted score for 
each alternative by first weighting the criteria and then scoring the alternatives on a given 
criterion.  To weight the criteria, AHP uses a judgement scale [39] to create a criteria-
comparison matrix (	𝐽	).  An entry 𝐽(𝑖, 𝑗) denotes the importance of the criterion 𝑖 over criterion 𝑗.  
The higher the entry value, the greater the importance of 𝑖 over 𝑗.  AHP evaluates the weight of 
each criterion (𝑐") using Equation 10 where the numerator term is the sum of row 𝑖 and the 
denominator term is the sum of each row’s total. 
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 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒D = 	S𝑤"
"
∗ 	𝑠D" （11） 
  
To score the alternatives on a given criterion (𝑐), AHP obtains an alternative-comparison 
(𝐴B) matrix similar to 𝐽.  Using the above method, AHP obtains the score, 	𝑠D", for an alternative, 
𝑎, on the criterion, 𝑖.  Once AHP obtains the scores for all of the alternatives on all of the criteria, 
it obtains the weighted scores for the alternatives using Equation 11.  AHP selects the alternative 
with the highest weighted score.   
3.4 Machine Learning Performance Metrices 
 We visualize the results by using confusion matrices explained in Section 3.4.1 and use 
accuracy and F1-score to evaluate the ML performance as described Section 3.4.2.   
3.4.1 Confusion Matrix  
In predictive analysis, a confusion matrix is a two-row, two-column table consisting of 
false positives (FP), false negatives (FN), true positives (TP) and true negatives (TN) (see Table 
3.1).  It allows for a thorough analysis than just limiting to the correctness rate.  The definitions o 
of the pertinent terms are as follows.  True Positive (TP) is defined as the predicted positive case 
and it is actual a positive case.  False Positive (FP) is the predicted as the positive case, but actual 
case is negative.  True Negative (TN) is the predicted case as negative correctly; False Negative 
(FN) is that the predicted negative case actually is a positive case.    
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Table 3.1 
Confusion Matrix Highlighting True/False Positives and Negatives 
 True class 
Predicted class 
True positive (TP) False Positive (FP) 
False Negative (FN) True Negative (TN) 
 
3.4.2 Accuracy and F1-score 
Accuracy is the ratio of correct predictions to the total number of predictions; the formula 
appears in Equation 12.   
 





𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 （12） 
   
Precision (Equation 13) is the ratio of TP to the sum of TP and FP.  Recall (Equation 14) 
is the ratio of TP to the sum of TP and FN.  While accuracy provides a global view of the 
prediction error, F1-score accounts for the false positives and false negatives.  The F1-score is a 
harmonic mean of precision and recall (Equation 15). 
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CHAPTER 4: METHODOLOGY 
 
This chapter explains the A2cloud-hierarchy (A2cloud-H) framework that comprises four 
components: training data collection, supervised learning (SL) module, unsupervised learning 
(USL) module, and decision module.  Figure 4.1 shows the A2cloud-H framework with its four 
components.  Section 4.1 describes the training data collection method.  Section 4.2 explains the 
supervised learning module.  Section 4.3 illustrates the unsupervised learning module.  Section 
4.4 explains the decision module.   
4.1 Training Data Collection 
For quality machine learning, the A2Cloud-H framework expects an exhaustive database 
of several tested applications and Cloud instances.  To construct the database comprising 
A2cloud and cost scores, we ran 8 scientific applications on 20 Cloud instances using the 
A2cloud framework to format the database for training purposes.  These applications include: 
LULESH [40], three spiking neural networks [41], three data-migration simulations without 
space constraints [42] [43], and digital rotoscope [44].  To construct this database, we use traces 
obtained using the previous research conducted by Balos et al. [45], Samuel et al. [2], and Her et 
al. [30].   
Because the resulting data is unlabeled, we use the k-means clustering method [46] to 
classify the dataset.  Four clusters is an ideal number of clusters because the A2cloud score and 
cost score are scaled from 1 to 10, four clusters suitably represent the performance of 
application-instance pairs properly.  The training dataset is labeled as Excellent (E), Good (G), 
Okay (O), and Bad (B) by the k-means algorithm.  The class E stands for the more desirable 
application-instance performance, while the class B is the least desirable application-instance 
performance.  The k-means result is shown in Figure 4.2.  The green area in the bottom left 
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corner is the part classified as ‘Excellent’ (E).  The lower-middle region is classified as ‘Good’ 
(G).  The blue points on top are ‘Okay’ (O).  The A2cloud scores and cost scores in the right 
represent the ‘Bad’ (B).  The A2cloud score represents the application execution time on the 
corresponding cloud instance, which represents the application-instance pairs’ performance.  As 
the large A2cloud scores and cost scores are the least desirable, it is reflected on the right side of 
clustering results.  We prioritize the A2cloud score over the cost score because it directly relates 
to the application’s performance.  Therefore, an application-instance pair with a large cost score 
but a moderate A2cloud score is classified as ‘Okay’ (O). 
  
 
Figure 4.1 Overview of the A2cloud-H framework with its components: supervised learning 




Figure 4.2 Cluster results using k-means algorithm: clustering the dataset into four classes: 
excellent (E) good (G); okay(O), and bad (B).  
 
4.2 Supervised Learning Module 
4.2.1 Logistic Regression 
         Figure 4.3 shows LR’s methodology.  LR downloads the previous A2cloud and cost 
scores and uses the clustered dataset from k-means for classification.  LR comprises two phases: 
training and testing.  In the training phase, A2cloud and cost scores are fed into the Softmax 
activation function.  The weighted parameters (b) are updated according to the given cluster.  For 
the training purpose, we provide numerical values to the clusters E, G, O, B equal to 4, 3, 2, 1, 
respectively. 
To improve the accuracy of LR model prediction, we implement a Grid search method 
[34] to set the effective model parameters.  In the LR classifier, we optimize two parameters with 
Grid search: the regularization and the gradient descent algorithm.  The optimal parameters 
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determined by the Grid search are applied to LR’s training model.  LR learns the feature weight 
vector (w) with given input X (A2cloud scores and cost scores) and output y (class label), w is a 
vector that determines the probability that a given A2cloud score and cost score belongs to a 
particular class. 
In the testing phase, we use the input X (A2cloud score and cost score) and the training-
derived parameters (w) to predict the class labels.  Because our model recommends a single 
effective instance for users, the application-instances classified as 4 are collected for further 
processing by the instance selector (see Figure 4.3). 
Among the application-instances classified as 4 (or E), the instance selector selects one 
instance that best suits the user by using a Euclidean distance algorithm.  Because the A2cloud 
model normalizes the A2cloud score and cost score between 1 (most desirable) and 10 (least 
desirable), the origin point is set to (1,1), which corresponds to the ideal score tuple.  The 
distance between the origin point and (A2could score, cost score) tuple of applicant-instance is 
calculated.  The LR model recommends an instance with the lowest Euclidean distance since the 
lower the A2cloud score and cost score are, the better the instance performance. 
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Figure 4.3 Logistic regression training and test phase methodology. 
 
4.2.2 Support Vector Machine 
         Figure 4.5 shows SVM’s methodology.  Similar to LR, SVM also uses the clustered 
dataset from k-means and includes the training and testing phases.  We use the Grid search to 
examine three optimal parameters for SVM namely the kernel type (including ‘linear’, ‘poly’ and 
‘rbf’) to be used in the algorithm, regularization parameter, and the kernel coefficient.  In the 
training phase, we use the gap (error analysis) between output y (class label) and the original 
dataset X (A2cloud and cost scores) to estimate the weight vector and threshold parameters.  
Through the cross-validation process, the Grid search method [34] determines that the linear 
kernel with the highest accuracy score is the best candidate for the SVM agent. 
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Figure 4.4 Support vector machine (SVM): training and testing phases. 
 
In the testing phase, SVM inputs the A2cloud and cost scores of the corresponding 
applications and instances.  SVM classifies the instances for application as E, G, O, or B.  It then 
passes the classification results to the instance selector.  SVM’s instance selector uses the same 
procedure as the LR ML agent.   
4.2.3 Random Forest Classifier 
         Figure 4.5 shows the RF methodology.  For this ML agent, we use the Grid search to 
optimize only two parameters: the function to measure the quality of a split and the number of 
trees.  In the training phase, input X (A2cloud and cost scores) is fed into multiple decision trees.  
The split criteria of each branch are updated by the training dataset.   
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RF’s testing phase is the same as SVM and LR.  RF predicts instance classified labels by 
accepting the A2cloud and cost scores of an application-instance pair.  It then passes the 




Figure 4.5 Random forest training and testing phase methodology. 
 
 
4.3 Unsupervised Learning Module 
         Section 4.3.1 introduces the construction of the application-instance matrix.  Sections 
4.3.2, 4.3.3, and 4.3.4 explain the user-item matrix and the three unsupervised learning 
algorithms: application-based collaborative filtering, instance-based collaborative filtering, and 
rank-based collaborative filtering.  
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4.3.1 Application-Instance Matrix 
         Unsupervised learning agent acquires the A2cloud scores and cost scores from the 
A2cloud framework to create the feedback matrix (y).  Each y (i,j) represents the A2cloud score 
and cost score tuple for the application (i) and instance (j).  We construct the application-instance 
matrix (r) in three steps.   
 
 
Figure 4.6 The construction of the application-instance (user-item) matrix.  
 
First, we randomly assign application-feature matrix (p) and instance-feature matrix  
 (q) with small values.  Second, p and q matrices are updated according to the y matrix by 
performing gradient descent.  Third, we use the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) as the criteria 
for gradient descent’s convergence.  Specifically, when the RMSE between the application-
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instance matrix and feedback matrix is less than 1e-5, we terminate the gradient descent.  We 
multiply the p and q matrices to obtain the r matrix, which contains the prediction for missing 
values. 
4.3.2 Application-based Collaborative Filtering Recommendation 
         Application-based collaborative filtering (ACF) uses the r matrix to predict the 
performance and cost of the target application on a selected instance.  The gradient descent 
method estimates the missing ratings in the r matrix.  To identify the similar application with the 
target application, we implement the cosine similarity measure.  As shown in Figure 4.7, we treat 
the rows of the r matrix as a vector and then calculate the cosine similarity between the target 
application’s row vector and other rows (other applications).   
 
 
Figure 4.7 Application-based collaborative filtering methodology. 
 
The row with the least cosine similarity value corresponds to the application (Y) that is 
most similar to the test application. 
 We pass the A2cloud and cost scores of the above identified application to the instance 
selector.  The instance for application Y with A2cloud and cost scores closest to (1,1) tuple is the 
recommended instance for the target application.   
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4.3.3 Instance-based Collaborative Filtering Recommendation 
 Instance-based collaborative filtering (ICF) shares the same r matrix that contains the 
missing ratings for the target application and selected cloud instances.  As shown in Figure 4.8, 
ICF recommends an instance for the target application based on the previous applications and 
instances used by users.  If a user does not have a previous experience with the cloud, we default 
the input A2cloud score and cost score equal to (1,1) because it represents the most desirable pair 
of the application and cloud instance.  In this case, we compare the offered element (application 
and instance or A2cloud score and cost score) and elements in r matrix, so we treat each element 
(A2cloud score and cost score of instances for applications) r (i, j) in the r matrix as vector; then 
compare the Euclidean similarity between the elements.  Based on the users’ preferences of 
historical use, instance-based recommends the most similar instance in the database as the 
optimal instance to the user.   
 
 
Figure 4.8 Instance-based collaborative filtering methodology. 
 
4.3.4 Rank-based Collaborative Filtering Recommendation 
 Rank-based uses r matrix to summarize the overall performance of each instance on 
different applications.  The missing values for the target application are included in the r matrix.  
We rank each instance according to the average A2cloud scores and cost scores.  As lower the 
better for both A2cloud scores and cost scores, the lower average score means the better overall 
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performance on all the test applications.  As shown in Figure 4.9, we rank the average score 
value from lowest to highest, the instance with the lowest average score is ranked 1.  Therefore, 
rank-based recommends the rank 1 instance to users.     
 
 
Figure 4.9 Rank-based collaborative filtering methodology. 
 
4.4 Decision Module 
The decision module includes two layers, as shown in Figure 4.1: the first layer is that 
AHP makes the decision for supervised learning (SL-AHP) and unsupervised learning (USL-
AHP); the second layer is that AHP makes the decision for the final (combine-AHP). 
4.4.1 Analytic Hierarchy Process for Supervised Learning and Unsupervised Learning 
AHP collects the recommended instances from the supervised learning and unsupervised 
learning modules.  These instances are the alternatives for the users.  In Figure 4.10, to determine 
the final goal, namely the suitable instance from supervised learning and one from unsupervised 
learning, AHP uses three criteria including popularity, F1-score, and accuracy.  Our motivation 
to consider the popularity as a criterion is that contemporary machine learning algorithms are 
evolving rapidly, and previously known algorithms, linear regression for instance, may now 
become less widely used in real-world problem solving.  Popularity can show machine learning 
algorithms’ universality and efficiency in solving the real-world problems.  We define popularity 
as the academic popularity of the machine learning algorithms.  We judge the popularity of the 
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algorithms via three steps.  First, we search by keywords like “logistic regression” and record the 
number of published papers, which represents how many different types of problem this 
algorithm has previously solved.  Second, we collect the number of times these algorithms are 
cited, which represents how many times a given algorithm is used by others to solve the similar 
kind of questions.  Third and finally, we derive the usage metric by dividing the number of 
published papers by the number of citations (see Equation 16).  Therefore, if an algorithm’s 
popularity is high, it reflects that the algorithm is more acceptable by contemporary researchers. 
 





Using the above three criteria, AHP chooses one algorithm from each of supervised 
learning and unsupervised learning to enter the final stage. 
4.4.2 Analysis Hierarchy Process for the Final Decision 
         The second layer gathers one algorithm from supervised learning and one algorithm from 
unsupervised learning for the final decision.  In this layer, AHP also uses three criteria including 
popularity (defined the same as in the first stage), F1-score, and accuracy.  In addition, users are 
able to choose the final recommendation instance according to their preference for supervised 
learning and unsupervised learning.  In the end, the decision console selects the machine learning 
algorithm based on F1-score, accuracy, popularity, and users’ preference for recommending an 





Figure 4.10 The AHP working principle. AHP uses the F1-score, accuracy, and model popularity 







CHAPTER 5: VERIFICATION 
 
 This chapter illustrates the verification results of the A2Cloud-H framework.  We use F1-
score and accuracy to evaluate the ML agents and visualize their performance using confusion 
matrices. 
5.1 Target Application 
 We use two real world applications for verification: electron structure theory simulations 
(Qode) [48] [49] and data-migration with space constraints (DM) simulations [43] [44].   
5.1.1 QODE 
Qode is an electron structure theory simulation application uses to simulate the electronic 
structure problem with excitonically renormalized coupled-cluster theory developed by 
University of the Pacific’s chemistry department.  Qode’s operative paradigm is to use state-to-
state fluctuations of entire fragments instead of individual particle or inter-particle coordinates.  
An important aspect of the Qode is that it is theoretically independent of the level of electronic 
structure theory used to compute the fragment states [47] [48].  The Qode application falls within 
the balanced category class because its arithmetic intensity is -0.78. 
5.1.2 Data Migration Scheduler 
Data migration with space constraints (DM) is a simulation used to schedule steps in 
large data centers, specifically for the heterogeneous data-migration problem.  DM can be 
applied to handle complementary type of dataset, for example data migration in large scale 
heterogeneous storage systems with space constraints [43], data migration with random transfer 
constraints, flatten-and-color in random graphs and greedy in larger graphs [42].  The DM 
application falls within the highly memory-intensive category class because its arithmetic 
intensity is -5.7052.  
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Table 5.1 
Information of 20 Cloud Instances, Including Provider, Price and Hardware Specification 
Instance Provider Price($/hour) vCPUs Memory Disk 
t2.large AWS EC2 0.0928 2 8 Network SSD 
t3a.large AWS EC2 0.0753 2 8 Network SSD 
t3.small AWS EC2 0.0208 2 2 Network SSD 
t3a.small AWS EC2 0.0188 2 2 Network SSD 
t3a.medium AWS EC2 0.0376 2 4 Network SSD 
m4.large AWS EC2 0.1000 2 8 Network SSD 
t2.small AWS EC2 0.0230 1 2 Network SSD 
t2.medium AWS EC2 0.0464 2 4 Network SSD 
B2ms Azure VMs 0.0912 2 8 Network SSD 
N1s2 GCP 0.0200 2 7.5 Network SSD 
Linode.G Linode 0.0150 2 7.5 Network SSD 
c4.large AWS EC2 0.1000 2 8 Network SSD 
c5.large AWS EC2 0.0850 2 4 Network SSD 
F2s Azure VMs 0.0110 2 4 Network SSD 
N1cc GCP 0.0150 2 4 Network SSD 
Linode.C Linode 0.0450 2 7.5 Network SSD 
r4.large AWS EC2 0.1330 2 15.25 Network SSD 
E2s Azure VMs 0.0782 2 16 Network SSD 
N1m2 GCP 0.0250 2 13 Network SSD 
Linode.M Linode 0.0900 2 7.5 Network SSD 
 
5.1.3 Summary 
These two target applications are executed on 20 cloud instances (Table 5.1 shows their 
properties) and we record the execution times and costs; we term these as runtime data.  We 
convert the execution times and costs to a scale of 1 to 10 (henceforth runtime and cost scores) 
for a straightforward comparison with the A2cloud and cost scores.  The lower the runtime 
scores and cost scores, the better the application-instance match.   
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5.2 Supervised Learning Verification 
To evaluate the SL models, we compare the instance classification given by SL with the 
K-means classification results obtained from the actual runtime and cost scores.  We use the K-
means algorithm on the runtime data (execution times and costs) to classify them into 4 
categories: ‘Excellent’ (E), ‘Good’ (G), ‘Okay’ (O), and ‘Bad’ (B).  Supervised learning agents 
use the A2cloud and cost scores to make the predictions, which are verified using the execution 
times and real costs.  Sections 5.2.1, 5.2.2, and 5.2.3 illustrate the performance of logistic 
regression, support vector machine, and random forest, respectively.   
5.2.1 Logistic Regression Performance 
 We use the labeled execution dataset to evaluate LR’s performance.  During the training 
phase, we use 8 applications on 20 cloud instances previously conducted in [2].  LR generates the 
parameters for determining the cluster are shown in Table 5.2.   
 
Table 5.2 
Coefficient and Intercept Parameters of Logistic Regression 
Cluster coefficient (A2cloud score) 
coefficient 
(cost score) intercept 
Bad 10.31 42.04 -266.63 
Okay 34.94 -4.31 -158.66 
Good 1.79 -11.56 104.29 
Excellent -47.04 -26.17 321.00 
  
The performance of a model indicates how successfully a model predicts using the 
training dataset.  To evaluate LR’s performance, we consider F1-score and accuracy.  Figure 5.1 
provides the prediction results.  Figure 5.1 (left) shows the confusion matrix for the Qode 
application.  The True label is generated by the execution data, and the predicted label is 
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generated via the LR model.  As seen in the confusion matrix, there are 20 predicted instance 
results.  Among these 20 instances, 8 instances are predicted as ‘Excellent’; 7 instances are 
predicted as ‘Good’; 2 instances are predicted as ‘Okay’; and 3 instances are predicted as ‘Bad’.  
When compared with the true labels, LR model misclassified three instances: 2 instances are 
classified into the O class as opposed to the G class as per the runtime data.  In addition, one 
instance is classified into the B class instead of the G class.  Using the confusion matrix, we 
obtain the accuracy value equal to 0.85 and F1-score equal to 0.89, demonstrating a reasonable 
model performance.   
Figure 5.1(right) shows the confusion matrix verified using the DM application.  In 
contrast to Figure 5.1 (left), the confusion matrix distribution in Figure 5.1 (right) is more toward 
the diagonal, which implies less classification misses.  Among the 20 predictions, 3 instances are 
predicted as ‘Excellent’; 8 instances are predicted as ‘Good’; 7 instances are predicted as ‘Okay’; 
and 2 instances are predicted as ‘Bad’.  There is only one incorrectly classified instance for 
which the true label is ‘Okay’ but the LR model classifies it into the ‘Good’ class.  For DM 
application, the LR model’s accuracy and F1 score are 0.95 each, showing superior performance. 
 
  
Figure 5.1 Logistic Regression verification confusion matrices when verified using Qode (left) 
and DM (right). 
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5.2.2 Support Vector Machine Performance 
 To verify the SVM model, we use the same dataset of Qode application and DM 
application, and apply K-means to label the data.  Table 5.3 shows the attributes of the SVM 
model after training with 8 applications on 20 instances.  In Table 5.3, the first column represents 
the A2cloud score’s direction (𝑤D) in the plane and the section column represents the cost 
score’s direction (𝑤B) in the plane.   
 
Table 5.3 
Direction and Threshold Parameters of Support Vector Machine. 
𝑤D 𝑤B threshold 
-10.72 21.27 -54.76 
2.88 15.90 -111.48 
0.63 0.81 -6.81 
38.32 9.11 -307.31 
0.54 0.13 -3.34 
48.21 14.29 -213.72 
 
To evaluate SVM’s performance, we also consider F1-score, accuracy, and the confusion 
matrix to denote the classification misses.  Figure 5.2 shows the confusion matrix verification 
results for SVM. 
Figure 5.2 (left), shows the confusion matrix using the Qode application.  The true label 
is generated using the runtime data, and the predicted label is generated by the SVM model.  
Among the 20 predicted instances, 8 instances are predicted E; 6 instances are predicted as G; 2 
instances are predicted as O; and 4 instances are predicted as B.  Compared to the true label, 
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SVM model misjudges four instances: 4 instances classified into the O and B classes.  However, 
the runtime data classifies them into the G class.  The accuracy (0.8) and F1-score (0.84) 
according to the confusion matrix demonstrates SVM’s reasonable prediction performance. 
 
  
Figure 5.2 Support Vector Machine verification confusion matrices when verified using Qode 
(left) and DM (right). 
 
Figure 5.2 (right) shows the confusion matrix for the DM application.  In contrast to 
Figure 5.2 (left), the confusion matrix distribution in Figure 5.2 (right) is more diagonal.  Among 
these 20 predictions, 3 instances are predicted as E; 8 instances are predicted as G; 7 instances 
are predicted as O; and 2 instances are predicted as B.  There is only one miss-classified instance 
for which the true label is O but SVM model classifies it into the ‘Good’ class.  For DM 
application, the SVM model observes high accuracy and F1 score values equal to 0.95 each. 
5.2.3 Random Forest Performance 
 We use the same procedure as LR and SVM to evaluate the RF’s performance.  We train 
the RF with 8 application dataset and get the Gini importance of individual features and the 
degree of randomness (b) in Table 5.4. 
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 Figure 5.3 shows the confusion matrix for the RF ML agent.  In Figure 5.3 (left), we use 
the Qode application to verify RF.  The True label is generated using the runtime data; the 
predicted label is generated by the RF model. 
 
Table 5.4 




(cost score) b 
0.6127 0.3873 4 
 
Among the 20 predicted instances, 6 instances are predicted excellent; 10 instances are 
predicted as good; 1 instance is predicted as okay; and 3 instances are predicted as bad.  
Compared to the true label, RF model miss-classifies four instances: 2 instances are predicted to 
be good class while they are classified as excellent per the runtime data; two instances are 
predicted to be okay and bad versus good according to the runtime data.  We calculate the 
accuracy (0.85) and F1-score (0.87), showing reasonable model performance. 
Figure 5.3 (right) shows the confusion matrix of RF verified by DM application.  In 
contrast to Figure 5.3 (left), the confusion matrix distribution in Figure 5.2 (right) is more toward 
the diagonal.  Among these 20 predictions, 3 instances are predicted excellent; 8 instances are 
predicted as good; 7 instances are predicted as okay; and 2 instances are predicted as bad.  There 
is only one mis-classified instance for which the true label is okay, but RF model predicts it as 





Figure 5.3 Random Forest verification confusion matrices when verified using Qode (left) and 
DM (right). 
 
5.3 Unsupervised Learning Verification 
Unsupervised learning agents also use the A2cloud score and cost score to make the 
predictions.  We verify them using the runtime data (execution times and costs).  Sections 5.3.1, 
5.3.2, and 5.3.3 illustrate the performance of Application-based CF, Item-based CF, and Rank-
based CF, respectively.   
5.3.1 Application-based Collaborative Filtering 
 Figure 5.4 shows the confusion matrix comparing the Application-based CF’s (ACF’s) 
prediction and the runtime data.  In Figure 5.4 (left), we use the Qode application to verify the 
ACF.  The true label is created by ACF using the execution time for Qode; the predicted label is 
created by A CF using predict values in the application-instance matrix.  Among the 81 predicted 
instances, ACF recommends t3.small instance for 24 cases; t3a.large for 28 cases; and 
t3a.medium for 29 cases.  ACF miss-classifies four cases.  It recommends t3a.medium versus 
t3.small in 2 cases, and t3a.large  and t3a.medium versus t3.small in the remaining two cases.  
For Qode, we calculate the accuracy (0.95) and F1-score (0.95) as per the confusion matrix. 
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Figure 5.4 (right) shows the confusion matrix of the ACF verified using DM application.  
Among these 81 predictions, ACF recommends t3.small instance for 28 cases; t3a.large for 28 
cases; and t3a.medium for 25 cases.  ACF mis-sorts 5 cases – it recommends t3a.medium instead 
of t3.small in 4 cases; t3a.large instead of t3a.medium in the other case.  For DM, the accuracy 
and F1-score are 0.9382 and 0.9375, respectively. 
 
  
Figure 5.4 Application-based collaborative filtering verification confusion matrices when 
verified using Qode (left) and DM (right). 
 
5.3.2 Instance-based Collaborative Filtering 
  Figure 5.5 (left) shows the confusion matrix of Instance-based CF (ICF) using the Qode 
application.  Considering that we use 8 training applications and 1 verification application, and 
we record the best case, average case and worst case for each instance, the total number of 
predictions is 540.  Among these predicted instances, ICF incorrectly classifies 100 cases.  The 
label of confusion matrix 0-19 represents the 20 cloud instances.  The accuracy and F1-score for 
Qode are 0.815 and 0.818, respectively. 
Figure 5.5 (right) shows the confusion matrix of ICF verified using the DM application.  
Among the 540 predictions, ICF miss-classifies 69 cases.  The accuracy and F1-score for DM are 
0.872 and 0.874, respectively. 
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Figure 5.5 Instance-based collaborative filtering confusion matrices when verified using Qode 
(left) and DM (right). 
 
5.3.3 Rank-based Collaborative Filtering 
  For Qode and DM applications, Rank-based CF (RCF) recommends the rank-1 instance 
(best overall performance).  We rank the instance based on overall performance score; and the 
results are shown in Table 5.5.  The RCF reflects the overall performance rank.  Therefore, the 
Rank-based CF sorts the cloud instance with 100 percent.  The accuracy and F1-score of Rank-










Rank-Based Algorithm Verification        
Instance Rank (predict) 
Rank 
(execution) 
t3a.medium 1 1 
t3a.large 2 2 
t3.small 3 3 
… … … 
F2s 18 18 
Lin.G 19 19 
E2s 20 20 
 
5.4 Decision Module Verification  
In this section, we elucidate the decision module in action.  The three AHPs namely, SL-
AHP and USL-AHP in the first layer and combine-AHP in the second layer use popularity, F1-
score, and accuracy as criteria to select an ML model for the final instance recommendation.  
The framework provides the user with the autonomy to adjust the weights of these criteria.  For a 
default user case, we make the following assumptions: 1) user favors a popular ML algorithm, 
and 2) because the training set is imbalanced, F1-score has higher preference over the accuracy.  
We illustrate SL-AHP and USL-AHP in Section 5.4.1 and combine-AHP in Section 5.4.2. 
5.4.1 First Stage of AHP 
5.4.1.1 Candidate from supervised learning.  Because one of the advantages of AHP is 
that it allows users to choose their own weight for each criterion, we consider one situation 
where a user has a preference for a more popular machine learning algorithm.  In this situation, 
we consider popularity as an important factor because a popular algorithm implies it will perform 
better in general cases and researchers will be more likely to trust its recommendations.  
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Therefore, popularity is a more important than accuracy in this case.  Accuracy and F1-score are 
used to evaluate the performance of the ML agents.  Since our data is imbalanced, F1-score is a 
better way to evaluate our model.  F1-score is moderately more important than accuracy.  In 
Table 5.6, we collect supervised learning algorithms’ accuracy and F1-score on Qode and DM 
application.  According to the F1-score and accuracy, we construct the pairwise matrix of 
accuracy and F1-score criteria as shown in Table 5.7 and Table 5.8.  Because all of the three 
supervised learning models have the same F1-score and accuracy performance for the DM 
application.  the priorities for the F1-score and accuracy are equal. 
 
Table 5.6 
Supervised Learning Algorithms Performance on Qode and DM Application 
Qode F1-score Accuracy DM F1-score Accuracy 
LR 0.89 0.85 LR 0.95 0.95 
SVM 0.84 0.80 SVM 0.95 0.95 
RF 0.87 0.85 RF 0.95 0.95 
 
Table 5.7 
Pairwise Matrix for Accuracy -- Supervised Learning Implementing on Qode 
 
For the popularity of supervised learning algorithms, we use Publish or Perish [49] to 
collect the number of articles published on these ML agents in the last three years, and the 
number of times they were cited.  The results are shown in Table 5.9.  We find that some 
algorithms have many publications but fewer citations, while others may not have as many 
Accuracy LR SVM RF Priority 
LR 1 0.85/0.8 0.85/0.85 0.34 
SVM 0.8/0.85 1 0.8/0.85 0.32 
RF 0.85/0.85 0.85/0.8 1 0.34 
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publications but more citations.  Therefore, we refer to the utilization rate of an algorithm (UR) 
to judge its popularity.   
 
Table 5.8 
Pairwise Matrix for F1-Score -- Supervised Learning Implementing on Qode 
  
Table 5.9  
Citations and Publications of Supervised Learning Algorithms 
Algorithms Citation Publication UR (%) 
LR 7054 62800 11.23 
SVM 8815 106000 8.14 
RF 8721 55800 15.63 
 
 According to the number of citations and publications for the supervised learning 
algorithms, we calculate the priority of three criteria as shown in Table 5.10.  We examine 
citation as an important criterion because the greater number of citations means that this 
algorithm has higher efficacy in solving problems.  Thus, citation is moderately preferred over 
publication.  UR and publication are at the same level of importance.  Table 5.11 shows the 
pairwise matrix for these supervised learning algorithms.    
F1-score LR SVM RF Priority 
LR 1 0.89/0.84 0.89/0.87 0.342 
SVM 0.84/0.89 1 0.84/0.89 0.323 
RF 0.87/0.89 0.87/0.84 1 0.335 
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Table 5.10 
Criteria for Defining Popularity of Supervised Learning Algorithms 
         
Table 5.11  
Pairwise Matrix for Popularity of Supervised Learning Algorithms 
 
 As we have priority for all these three criteria, SL-AHP determines which supervised 
learning is the most suitable algorithm to make the recommendation.  The overall priorities for 
the three supervised learning algorithms are shown in Table 5.12.   
Based on the choice of decision criteria, on our judgments about the relative importance 
of each and on our judgments about each with respect to each of the criteria (Table 5.13), for 
Qode application, RF with a priority of 0.354 is the most suitable supervised learning candidate, 
SVM with a priority of 0.325 is second, and LR with 0.321 is the third; and for DM application, 
Citation LR SVM RF Priority 
LR 1 7054/8815 7054/8721 0.287 
SVM 8815/7054 1 8815/8721 0.358 
RF 8721/7054 8721/8815 1 0.355 
Publication LR SVM RF Priority 
LR 1 62800/106000 62800/55800 0.279 
SVM 106000/62800 1 106000/55800 0.470 
RF 55800/62800 55800/106000 1 0.251 
UR LR SVM RF Priority 
LR 1 11.23/8.14 11.23/15.63 0.319 
SVM 8.14/11.23 1 8.14/15.63 0.236 
RF 15.63/11.23 15.63/8.14 1 0.445 
Popularity LR SVM RF Priority 
LR 1 30/32 30/36.5 0.302 
SVM 32/30 1 32/36.5 0.327 
RF 36.5/30 36.5/32 1 0.371 
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RF with a priority of 0.352 is the most suitable supervised learning candidate, SVM with a 
priority of 0.330 is second, and LR with 0.318 is the third. 
 
Table 5.12 
Overall Priorities for All Supervised Learning Candidates – Qode 
 
Table 5.13 
Overall Priorities for All Supervised Learning Candidates – DM 
 
5.4.1.2 Candidate from unsupervised learning.  The final candidate from unsupervised 
learning uses the same procedure as supervised learning.  In the USL-AHP, we keep the same 
weight of each criteria as for the supervised learning.  We collect unsupervised learning 
algorithms’ accuracy and F1-score on Qode and DM application in Table 5.14.  According to the 
F1-score and Accuracy, we construct the pairwise matrix of accuracy as shown in Table 5.15 and 
Table 5.16 and F1-score criteria as shown in Table 5.17 and Table 5.18,   
 Priority with respect to 
Candidate F1 score Accuracy Popularity Goal (SL) 
LR 0.128 0.042 0.151 0.321 
SVM 0.121 0.04 0.164 0.325 
RF 0.126 0.042 0.186 0.354 
 Priority with respect to 
Candidate F1 score Accuracy Popularity Goal (SL) 
LR 0.124875 0.041625 0.151 0.318 
SVM 0.124875 0.041625 0.164 0.330 
RF 0.124875 0.041625 0.186 0.352 
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Table 5.14 
Unsupervised Learning Algorithms Performance on Qode and DM Application 
Qode F1-score Accuracy DM F1-score Accuracy 
Application-based 0.9506 0.9504 Application-based 0.938 0.9375 
Instance-based 0.8185 0.815 Instance-based 0.874 0.872 
Rank-based 1 1 Rank-based 1 1 
 
Table 5.15 
Pairwise Matrix for Accuracy -- Unsupervised Learning Implementing on Qode 
 
Table 5.16 
Pairwise Matrix for Accuracy -- Unsupervised Learning Implementing on DM 
 
Table 5.17 
Pairwise Matrix for F1-Score -- Unsupervised Learning Implementing on Qode 
   
Accuracy Application-based Instance-based Rank-based Priority 
Application-based 1 0.9504/0.815 0.9504/1 0.344 
Instance-based 0.815/0.9504 1 0.815/1 0.294 
Rank-based 1/0.9504 1/0.815 1 0.362 
Accuracy Application-based Instance-based Rank-based Priority 
Application-based 1 0.9375/0.872 0.9375/1 0.334 
Instance-based 0.872/0.9375 1 0.872/1 0.310 
Rank-based 1/0.9375 1/0.872 1 0.356 
F1-score Application-based Instance-based Rank-based Priority 
Application-based 1 0.9506/0.8185 0.9506/1 0.345 
Instance-based 0.8185/0.9506 1 0.8185/1 0.295 
Rank-based 1/0.9506 1/0.8185 1 0.361 
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For the popularity of unsupervised learning algorithms, we also use Publish or Perish 
[49] to collect the number of articles published by corresponding algorithms in the last three 
years, and the number of times they are cited.  The results are shown in Table 5.19. 
 
Table 5.18 
Pairwise Matrix for F1-Score -- Unsupervised Learning Implementing on DM 
 
Table 5.19 
Citations and Publications of Unsupervised Learning Algorithms 
Algorithms Citation Publication UR (%) 
Application-based 13985 919000 1.52 
Instance-based 15004 315000 4.76 
Rank-based 2694 461000 0.58 
 
       According to the number of citations and publication of unsupervised learning algorithms, 
we calculate the priority of three criteria which is shown in Table 5.20.  We keep the same 
weights for citation, publication, and UR with supervised learning when we compute their 
popularity.  Therefore, citation is moderately preferred over publication.  UR and publication are 
at the same level of importance.  Table 5.21 shows the pairwise matrix for these unsupervised 
learning algorithms.    
F1-score Application-based Instance-based Rank-based Priority 
Application-based 1 0.938/0.874 0.938/1 0.334 
Instance-based 0.874/0.938 1 0.874/1 0.311 
Rank-based 1/0.938 1/0.874 1 0.355 
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Table 5.20 
Criteria for Defining Popularity of Unsupervised Learning Algorithms 
 
Table 5.21 
Pairwise Matrix for Popularity of Unsupervised Learning Algorithms 
 
After we collect the priority of three criteria, USL-AHP decides which unsupervised 
learning is the most suitable algorithm to recommend cloud instances to users.  The overall 
priorities for three unsupervised learning algorithms are shown in Table 5.22 and Table 5.23.   
Based on the choice of decision criteria, on our judgments about the relative importance 
of each and on our judgments about each with respect to each of the criteria, ACF with a priority 
of 0.502 is the most suitable unsupervised learning candidate for Qode application, RCF with a 
Citation Application-based Instance-based Rank-based Priority 
Application-based 1 13985/15004 13985/2694 0.441 
Instance-based 15004/13985 1 15004/2694 0.473 
Rank-based 2694/13985 2694/15004 1 0.06 
Publication Application-based Instance-based Rank-based Priority 
Application-based 1 919000/315000 919000/461000 0.542 
Instance-based 315000/919000 1 315000/461000 0.186 
Rank-based 461000/919000 461000/315000 1 0.272 
UR Application-based Instance-based Rank-based Priority 
Application-based 1 1.52/4.67 1.52/0.58 0.224 
Instance-based 4.67/1.52 1 4.67/0.58 0.690 
Rank-based 0.58/1.52 0.58/4.67 1 0.086 
Popularity Application-based Instance-based Rank-based Priority 
Application-based 1 56/16 56/13 0.659 
Instance-based 16/56 1 16/13 0.188 
Rank-based 13/56 13/16 1 0.153 
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priority of 0.257 is the second choice, and ICF with 0.241 is the last choice.  For the DM 
application, ACF is the most suitable unsupervised learning candidate, RCF with a priority of 
0.256 is the second, and ICF with 0.234 is the third choice. 
 
Table 5.22 
Overall Priorities for All Unsupervised Learning Candidates – Qode. 
 
Table 5.23 
Overall Priorities for All Unsupervised Learning Candidates – DM 
 
5.4.2 Final Stage of AHP – Combine-AHP 
 As we have one preferred supervised learning result and one preferred unsupervised 
learning result, we apply the combine-AHP to allow users to choose between the supervised 
learning and unsupervised learning agents.  In this final stage of AHP, we use the previous three 
criteria: accuracy, F1-score, and popularity.  Accuracy and F1-score values are obtained via the 
model performance; popularity is defined by the number of citations, the number of publications 
and UR based on keyword supervised learning and unsupervised learning.  However, for the 
 Priority with respect to 
Candidate F1 score Accuracy Popularity Goal (USL) 
Application-based 0.129 0.043 0.329 0.502 
Instance-based 0.111 0.037 0.094 0.241 
Rank-based 0.135 0.045 0.077 0.257 
 Priority with respect to 
Candidate F1 score Accuracy Popularity Goal (USL) 
Application-based 0.129 0.042 0.330 0.501 
Instance-based 0.111 0.039 0.094 0.243 
Rank-based 0.135 0.044 0.076 0.256 
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combine-AHP, F1-score is considered as the most important factor because our model wants to 
recommend users with suitable instances but also needs F1-score to guarantee the predictions.  
Therefore, the F1-score is strongly preferred over popularity and moderately more important 
than accuracy.      
For the popularity of supervised learning and unsupervised learning agents, we use 
Publish or Perish to collect the number of articles published in the last three years, and the 
number of times they are cited.  The results are shown in Table 5.24.  SL-AHP recommends the 
Random Forest as the candidate algorithm for Qode and DM, USL-AHP recommends 
Application-based as the candidate algorithm for Qode and DM.   
 
Table 5.24 
Pairwise Matrix for Popularity of SL and USL 
Algorithms Citation Publication UR (%) 
SL 70551 210000 33.56 
USL 74085 198500 37.32 
 
We collect the accuracy and F1-score for RF and ACF in Table 5.25.  At this stage, we 
only have two alternatives with three criteria.  According to the F1-score and accuracy, combine-
AHP generates the overall priority for the final decision.  In table 5.26, combine-AHP decides 
ACF as the most suitable algorithm for users.  This agent the cloud instance recommendation is 
t3a.medium for Qode application.   
To verify this judgment, we compare all of the 20 Cloud instances using a cost score vs.  
runtime score plot shown in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7.  An ideal instance will be the one that is 
closest to the ideal tuple (1,1).  Figure 5.6 shows, the Qode application verification result is 




F1-Score and Accuracy of RF and Application-Based Algorithm Performed on Qode and DM 
Qode F1-score Accuracy DM F1-score Accuracy 
Application-based 0.9506 0.9504 Application-based 0.938 0.9375 
RF 0.87 0.85 RF 0.95 0.95 
 
Table 5.26 
Overall Priorities for Final Decision – Qode 
 
Table 5.27 
Overall Priorities for Final Decision – DM 
  
 For the DM application, in Table 5.27, the combine-AHP selects SL-AHP’s random 
forest ML with a priority 0.501.  The random forest ML recommends t3a.medium for the DM 
application.  Figure 5.7 shows this instance is closest to the ideal tuple in the cost score vs.  
runtime score plot.  Both the Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 establish the effectiveness of the decision 
console to recommend a suitable instance for a given target application. 
 
 Priority with respect to 
Candidate F1 score Accuracy Popularity Goal (Final) 
Application-based 0.339 0.121 0.062 0.522 
RF 0.311 0.109 0.058 0.478 
 Priority with respect to 
Candidate F1 score Accuracy Popularity Goal (Final) 
Application-based 0.323 0.114 0.062 0.499 
RF 0.327 0.116 0.058 0.501 
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Figure 5.6 Runtime score and actual cost score for the 20 instances with Qode. 
 
 
Figure 5.7 Runtime score and actual cost score for the 20 instances with DM. 
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION 
 
We present a two-tiered framework, A2cloud-Hierarchy, to facilitate Cloud instance 
selection for high-performance scientific computing on the Cloud.  The framework provides four 
components where each component offers key service to the scientific community: a training 
data collection, supervised learning module (SL), unsupervised learning module (USL) and a 
decision module.  We collect the training data using the A2cloud model that profiles scientific 
applications and cloud instances independently, which saves time running applications on each 
cloud instance.  According to the performance of applications and cloud instances, the A2cloud 
model generates the A2cloud scores and cost scores, representing applications’ runtime and cost 
on the target cloud instances.  These scores are stored in a database for training.  The training 
database calls for the participation of the broad scientific community because it grows with each 
test.   
The SL module offers a collection of supervised machine learning algorithms that train 
using the database.  The K-means classifies the A2cloud scores and cost scores into four clusters: 
Excellent (E), Good (G), Okay (O) and Bad (B).  The label dataset is used to train three 
supervised learning algorithms: LR, SVM, and RF.  We purpose an instance selector that can 
select the most desirable cloud instance from the excellent cluster. 
The USL module comprises collaborative filtering approaches that use the historical 
testing information from the database to recommend effective instances.  We use A2cloud scores 
and cost scores to construct the Application-Instance matrix for three collaborative filtering 
algorithms: Application-based, Instance-based and Rank-based.  Since the gradient descent 
compensates for the missing values in the Application-Instance matrix, we use three 
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collaborative filtering algorithms to predict the most desirable performance of the target 
application on the cloud instance.   
The decision module comprises multiple analytic hierarchy process (AHP) modules that 
take into account the user’s preference for performance, cost, and ML popularity to recommend 
an instance.  The first AHP layer consists of two components: supervised learning AHP (SL-
AHP) module and unsupervised learning AHP (USL-AHP).  SL-AHP/USL-AHP recommends a 
candidate algorithm from three SL/USL to final AHP stage.  The final AHP layer (combine-
AHP) decides the most suitable algorithm to recommend cloud instances.   
We verify this framework using 8 scientific applications and 20 Cloud instances from 
multiple vendors.  Our tests yield over 90% modeling success rates, demonstrating the vigor of 
the ML models.  Our exhaustive verification using real executions demonstrates our framework’s 
capability to recommend cost-effective instances to the community.   
Figure 6.1 summarizes the journey of the A2Cloud research ever since its inception in 
2018.  In 2018, C. Balos et al. [45] first proposed the A2Cloud initial model.  In 2020, Samuel et 
al. [2] developed the A2Cloud with random forest classification and Statistical application and 
Cloud profiling.  They also introduce the concept of cost model.  Then, followed by S. Khan 
[29], the author labeled the dataset obtained from the A2Cloud model by k-means clustering and 
applied two application-instance recommendation approaches: 1) standard Naïve Bayes; 2) 
Random Forest + Naïve Bayes.  In the same year, L. Her et al. [30] conduct the initial ensemble 
learning (council of ML agents) and include Logistic Regression, Naïve Bayes and Collaborative 
Filtering.  In 2021, X. Ai et al. [7] implement a multi-layer of AHP and conduct multiple 
supervised learning and unsupervised learning methods like Support Vector Machine, item-based 
collaborative filtering and rank-based collaborative filtering to achieve better overall 
performance.   
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In the future, we hope to grow our training database with each testing.  For one thing, it 
can promote quality machine learning and predictions.  For another, it helps us build a database 
to store their historical preferences for application-instance pairs, which makes it possible for 
A2cloud-H to appropriately adjust the recommendation results if the providers update the cloud 
instances’ servers.  Furthermore, we plan to construct a feedback module that allows users to 
give rating to the recommended cloud instance.  The personal feedback rating helps the 
framework update ML algorithms’ parameters to fit one’s taste.  In addition, we want to develop 
a conversational system collecting user preferences by asking questions instead of entering.    
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